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An Introduction to Plastic Sheet Working
By Griffin Nordstrom
1: The Material
WVU students who have taken the 3-D foundations course are likely to be fairly familiar
with working with plastic sheeting. In the course, there is a group project that assigns teams to
build large inflatables by ironing cut plastic tablecloths together and using a directed industrial
fan to fill it. It is a fairly difficult project and hated by many; it’s a difficult learning curve with
unforgiving materials that seemingly lacks any real potential for detail work or complexity
beyond the base form and tablecloth design. However, through experimentation, I have found
that this medium does have potential beyond inflatable forms.
Starting off, I wanted to find out if this process could be used with recycled plastic bags
and be used to reuse a common waste material. The answer is a loose yes, there is a wide range
in thickness in shopping bags, and some simply do not react to extreme heat and melt. The most
reliable bags are grocery bags such as those from Kroger and Target; they consistently melt and
rarely tear or wilt under the heat. This tearing issue is one of the common problems with the
foundations course assignment. You generally want to be using a heat a little higher than for
wools and silk; too low and the plastic will take forever or not fuse at all, and too high and the
plastic will tear and shrivel into tiny chunks. Plastic tablecloths are fairly thin and will get to this
phase suddenly and with little warning, whereas grocery bags have a larger window of safe time.
Anything thinner than a tablecloth is going to be useless. There is little to no time between fusing
and complete dissipation into the plastic. A thicker plastic, like a bag you would get at a
museum, will not reliably fuse, but when they do, they are very sturdy and beautiful. Another
thing to note with the melting plastic, is that things will shrink unless prevented. If the goal is
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only to create a minor single layer seam or outline, this difference is usually negligible, but with
added layers and area, it becomes a major difference. If one was trying to create a standard 8.5 x
11 size sheet with plastic, they’d probably want to give at least an inch allowance on every side,
with more preferable. The best way I’ve found to reliably get a certain shape is to stretch the first
plastic layer around a cardboard cutout of the desired form and tape it down there. Give it room
to shrink some, and the tape should keep the shrinkage reduced and spread out. Consider making
the cardboard size a standard framing size, so the final piece is easily frameable (Figures 1 & 2)
if desired.

Figure 1: framed plastic

Figure 2: well-fitted in the back

2: Preparation
Before starting to fuse the plastic, it's good to get everything prepared, because the
melting is fast and won’t give time for cutting and preparing pieces. Marking the plastic is
difficult as pens and pencils can easily tear through the plastic, and sharpie marks will likely
show through the plastic, even after several overlaps. Making as few sharpie dots or freehanding
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the cuts are ideal, or alternatively cutting just below your sharpie marks and losing the marked
sheet as waste. Scissors and box cutters both work, but box cutters can risk tears, so scissors are
ideal. If using plastic tablecloths, there aren’t additional steps, but if recycling plastic bags, you
have to make a few cuts to gain clear access to the plastic sheet. To prepare a plastic bag, first
line up the handles of the bag and chop them off; they are usually heavily wrinkled and
connected at the top, so they are very difficult to use and are waste. Second, cut off the bottom
seam of the bag. You will then have a cylinder shape that you can cut anywhere down to get the
final long rectangular strip. Plastic bags make a great base for imagery, as they can be ironed
multiple times without risk of tearing.
3: Melting Methods and Options
During the melting, one faces a lot of ways to mess the piece up, and unfortunate rules of
plastic that have to be considered and expected when designing imagery. You need to have your
iron heat set a little higher than for wools and silk, do not use steam. A large/regular sized iron
can work for this, but a smaller iron is preferable, because everything the iron is on is getting
melted and thinned out as you press. You need to have parchment paper between the iron and the
plastic. Exposed plastic will immediately melt and adhere to the iron, and it is very difficult to
get off in addition to it leaving a hole and ugly tear in what you were trying to layer. All general
safety rules of ironing apply to this as well.
If you are trying to create a large sheet or form by melting them along the edges, that’s all
you need to know. It is a fairly consistent and reliable process and should give you little
difficulty. If you want to create imagery on your plastic, you have several options for that. There
are two things to know for all of these options. Considering your colors and layering is very
important, because it is impossible to layer enough to hide overlapped darker colors. If you want
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red and yellow colors, you need to put the yellow down first or be very careful with the
placement of it, as the red will show through the yellow and look a very poor dark color. The
colors do not mix as paints would and overlapping dissimilar colors will yield poor results.
Another thing to consider is that there is a maximum amount of layering that can be done before
the plastic becomes resistant to further fusing and the warping makes the rest of the piece
unworkable. I find that you can safely layer 3-4 pieces of medium-light plastic before it reaches
this critical point. Further working is possible, but risky and should be avoided if possible.
The most obvious method to creating imagery is to cut out the shapes and iron them as
desired. It’s the easiest and fastest way to iron. With it, you do neglect the opportunity to get
much variety in color tone and any poor fusing is a big setback, but it often provides the cleanest
results. This method works best with larger more blocky forms without extended complex
detailing. Extended forms, such as fingers or rays, will be difficult to make stay in place and will
force you to carefully balance fusing the main form, and resetting the plastic under the
parchment before trying again. A slight pass of the iron can easily fuse a stray finger in the
wrong place with no chance of reattempting with the same sheet.
Another option that makes more room for error is by making the image with many
general shapes like rectangles. You can get some interesting layering and more control and
ability to adapt to the fusing process, but sacrifice cleanliness and well defined forms. I’ve only
attempted this method once, and found the resultant piece (Figure 3) unattractive to me, but
someone who thinks in a more divisionist manner may be able to get a more successful result.
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Figure 3: layered plastic

Figure 4: other plastic techniques

With plastic, there are also many opportunities to give the image a 3-d aspect you can’t with
paper or canvas that shouldn’t be ignored. Plastic strands can be woven, made into a voluminous
fringe, or folded over the melted part to create a domed, jellyfish form. These are just a few
options, and experimentation will surely lead to new methods and forms. The fringe especially is
useful for activating the space and adding an energy to the piece, as the light plastic is very
responsive to air flow. Figure 4 illustrates the techniques listed above.
4: Additional Plastic Opportunities
Plastic sheeting can also be very successfully used to create non-2-D forms. The WVU
foundations project focuses on a generally unrealistic and unsustainable piece, as it requires the
blower be constantly on, and often students have to prop up their piece as the plastic isn’t able to
support the weight of itself in a form with any real height. This idea of a 3-d inflated form is
possible though, but by stuffing the form instead of relying on a blower. The same process is
followed by creating wide seams for the desired form shape, then inverting it to hide the process.
Then instead of creating a lead tube for the blower, you can stuff the form, melt the last side, and
a self-supporting form is created. For stuffing, paper or cotton could likely be used, but I choose
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instead to use the plastic scraps from preparing shopping bags and other recycled plastic
packaging. With this, there’s little concern about the reaction of the stuffing to the heat of the last
fusing, and you’re able to reuse and recycle every element of the plastic bag, and not create any
waste. I save up my scrap plastic, then create a simple abstract pillow (Figure 5) to use up all the
scrap in the stuffing (Figure 5).
Another interesting alternative for plastic is using it in weaving. By creating strips of
plastic that you then fuse together, you can create something similar to a chunky yarn that can be
used in weaving. The plastic is somewhat limited in the processes that can be done with it, and
I’ve found its best suited for the base weaving and creating simple loops, but if built with a base
string form, a plastic tapestry can be created. Figure 6 is my first attempt at tapestries and
tapestries using plastic, and I followed a simple tutorial on YouTube for it, but still found good
success.

Figure 5: plastic pillow

Figure 6: woven plastic

5: Plastic and other Media
The final curiosity and realm of potential for plastic sheet working is how it performs
with other mediums. Plastic alone has a good range of potential, but if it can be used in harmony
with painting, drawing, or printmaking processes, the media could reach new heights. I have not
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personally worked with plastic and painting, but YouTube creator Harriet Muller investigated
creating plastic canvases for texture which she could then paint on to create aquatic scenes and
animals to discuss issues of pollution and conservation. Her video is called “How to make fine
art from recycled plastic bags'' and provides step by step instructions on her process. Other
channels have also created video about plastic and jewelry and other plastic combinations.
I personally investigated the ability to screenprint on plastic sheeting, and it was a fairly
successful endeavor. The plastic takes the ink and processes quite well, and it doesn’t cause any
tension or weaken the plastic. Once dried, the ink is secure and not at risk of bleeding or melting
under the heat of the iron. The screen printing should occur before any fusing, as even the
mildest creases will lead to inconsistent prints. If using this to create a 2-D final piece, it is an
absolute success. For my project however, I was creating a plastic cloak form with the printed
sheets (Figure 7). With folding and friction, the prints did have light chipping and the chipped
pieces would stick to the plastic leading to a messy look. I had used a non-fabric ink that wasn’t
intended to be bent or strained, so the results may be different if using a more appropriate ink.

Figure 7: screenprint on plastic
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